Innovation Synergy Services Descriptions

Learning and Collaboration Leads to Designed Innovation
By developing the foundation to provide employees with a greater number of skills, to achieve their personal and
professional goals, your organization increases opportunities to increase innovative growth. Through employee and
leadership engagement, your organization has a solid pathway to reach its potential – moving beyond words and
ideas to implementing innovative practice.

Professional Development & Executive Learning
Leadership Development – Leaders are developed by learning and practicing unique sets of skills to successfully guide
an organization through challenges and chaos. Innovation Synergy analyzes the needs of individuals within an
organization to offer opportunities to increase emotional intelligence, critical and creative thinking to inspire
innovation, communication design, growth through mentoring, and personal improvement in the essential skills
needed to lead and develop leadership opportunities for others through individual and team-based engagement
activities within safe and productive environments.
Essential Skills – Sometimes referred to as soft skills, tend to sound unimportant, where in most cases these skills
provide and communicate the greatest tools and strategies leaders can possess to succeed. Innovation Synergy can
help your leaders analyze and develop skills in communication, thinking skills, implementing change, self-assessment,
and increasing emotional intelligence.
Communication Design – Every day employees are bombarded with communication tools, each vying to gain their
attention. Designing an effective plan to communicate key messages, goals, initiatives, and progress is critical in
successfully advancing organizational outcomes. Communication needs to be intentional and Innovation Synergy will
help you design the best strategies to achieve this goal.
Thinking Critically and Creatively to Solve Problems and Innovative – Many leaders are familiar with these terms,
however have spent little time examine what it takes to reach a proficiency in each. Innovation Synergy will help you
learn the strategies of when and how to use each to apply the best thinking to create the best solutions.
Authoring – Most will probably think of authoring in terms of writing a book. As this may be the case, many leaders
aren’t asked to do so in their daily work. However, authoring is important in researching, communicating report
findings, and designing initiatives, for stakeholders and employees. Innovation Synergy will help you brand your
written communication so your audiences know where to find the information they need.
Emotional Intelligence – Understanding yourself as a leader and the role you play in your work provides a level of
emotional intelligence that will support others in their roles of working with you. One might argue that you can’t
effectively lead unless you can analyze yourself and become confident in the leader you are. This self-assessment is
critical in your success as a leader and your ability to build a team to meet organizational outcomes.
Mentoring – Who in your past has helped you become inspired to grow personally and professionally? Most
successful leaders have had a mentor who has helped them advance to become better at what they do. We all need
mentors. However, many think that mentoring ends when you become an adult, graduate from a university, or move
on from an entry-level position. This is a huge mistake. Mentorship is a part of lifelong learning and lifelong success.
Innovation Synergy can help to mentor leaders individually or in teams, or to establish a mentoring program in their
workplace that benefit both the mentor and mentee.
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Collaborative Services
Partnership Development – Organizational strength relies on creating dynamic relationships with others. Innovation
Synergy will assess your needs, strengthen your gaps, and assist your ability to plan strategically. Through business
analysis, assessing your processes, and creating solutions to improve employee performance, IS will help you to
successfully implement and manage the change necessary to maintain your organization’s competitive edge. We do
this by assisting you to develop dynamic teams and increasing meeting and communication effectiveness. We analyze
and design work environments in the office and at home where employees thrive to achieve organizational outcomes
through increased engagement.
Business Analysis/Strategic Planning – Struggling to expand, innovate and stay successful in the face of
competition? Innovation Synergy helps you analyze with your overall business and new initiative strategic plans.
We will examine the trends and forces driving corporate innovation and provide valuable insights to adapt to
today’s global market realities and cross reference these with your organization’s mission, vision, and values. By
exploring proven tactics and business cases, you can accelerate your organization’s ability to acquire and
cultivate knowledge critical to the firm’s future success.
Process Improvement – Every business process matters. Your organization can only reach its full potential when all
your processes are as efficient as they can be. That’s why your approach to process improvement and achieving
process excellence are vital to gaining the advantage you need. Innovation Synergy will assist in assessing process so
that every improved process is progress toward your goals. We provide insight to make process management a real
value for your organization.
Assessment Cycles – Assessment is perhaps the most critical piece in an organization’s process. Measuring the quality
of employee performance, programs and services, and process efficiency is necessary to determine future direction.
Employee assessment has emerged as a popular organizational concept in recent years. It is the level of commitment
and involvement an employee has towards their organization and its value and beliefs. Through a process of
employees establishing goals and the resources needed, self-assessing their progress and goal-attainment discussion
and feedback, the assessment process engages the employee more. Employee engagement through self-assessment
has a direct impact on the organization’s productivity. Innovation Synergy can also help you measure the quality of
programs, services, departments and processes used to achieve strategic planning.
Change Management Implementation – Organizational change management is a constant in order to maintain a
competitive edge. However, many changes tend to fail in the implementation. Innovation Synergy has developed a
design process that guides you to successful change management by examining how to first successfully introduce
change to people, identify the resources needed and the buy-in of employees to implement the change. Clearly
defining roles and responsibilities and anticipating the resistance to change lead to a deeper team approach to
making changes successful.
Team Design – Creating effective teams are crucial in successfully achieving outcomes efficiently. Innovation Synergy
will help your organization design teams to accomplish this by determining the types of members and roles and help
you fit the thinking needed to meet the team’s mission. Ensuring teams are set up for success is the first step to make
teamwork more successful. IS will help you determine the structure that works best for your team, optimize your
team, understand the role of design operations and foster a culture of design strategy.
Virtual Offices Development – Meeting organizational outcomes which finding a safe place to work has become much
more important than ever. Home offices have replaced workplace offices. Many factors need to be considered as to
whether all positions can work from home, and in doing so what are studies showing is happening to employees who
are working from home each day. What works and what doesn’t? Innovation Synergy will help you analyze your
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workspace needs and how it can function properly so team members access necessary tools and resources to stay
productive. IS will work with you to develop strategies to run your business remotely, build community within the
organization, and manage your workforce to focus on your organization’s goals.

For more information contact us: info@innsynergy.com
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